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Humanscale’s M/Power Offers Secure, Accessible Charging and
Ergonomic Design
New Monitor Arm Dock and Charging Station Combines Power and Ergonomics for
Efficiency and Comfort
(June 12, 2017 – Chicago, IL) A pioneer in workplace design, Humanscale continues to
deliver new ergonomic solutions for today’s intelligent, connected workplace. M/Power
will launch at this year’s NeoCon as the newest addition to Humanscale’s Connectivity
series, a range of technology-integrated tools to address the changing needs of computer
users.
This new category of solutions targets key trends emerging in contract design: the
shrinking office, the connected office, health and wellness at work, and the rise of hotdesking. Today, the use of multiple devices, for professional and personal purposes, is
increasingly common. Understanding these evolving workstation needs, Humanscale
created its first connectivity solution in 2016. The first universal docking station of its
kind, M/Connect combines power and ergonomics to enhance efficiency and comfort. By
integrating a monitor arm base with a USB 3.0, dual-video docking station, M/Connect
supports users and all their device needs. Its USB ports reside on the desktop while the
charging dock resides below for function and an overall clean aesthetic.
Similar in function to M/Connect, M/Power is a USB Type-A and Type-C charging station
with audio pass-through that enhances the computing experience for users by providing a
universal device accommodation and easy access to high-speed charging -- all while
eliminating desktop cable clutter. Designed for high security work environments that use
PCs, M/Power charges personal devices without enabling the transfer of data, thereby
protecting both user privacy and classified company information.
M/Power is compatible with any Humanscale monitor arm and provides an easily
accessible audio headphone/microphone jack. M/Power allows easy access to ports and
conceals IT connections while simultaneously providing desktop organization in offices
that do not allow personal devices to be connected to enterprise technology. Like all
Humanscale products, M/Power is designed with a focus on function and ergonomics. The
result is a unique, all-in-one monitor arm base and charging station designed to support
workers in an active, adaptive workspace.

About Humanscale
Humanscale is the leading designer and manufacturer of high-performance ergonomic
products that improve the health and comfort of work life. Through leveraging new

technology in functional yet minimal designs, Humanscale transforms traditional offices
into active, intelligent workspaces. Committed to making a net positive impact on the
earth as well as our customers, Humanscale offers award-winning products designed with
a focus on function, simplicity and longevity. For more information, visit
www.humanscale.com.
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